
Pilot Brackets & Adaptors

Pilot Magna Mount Bracket

The strong magnet in the Pilot magna-mount bracket allows temporary
placement of the Pilot unit on any steel surface. Each magna mount bracket
comes with a built in safety bungy that protects the unit from damage should it
be accidentally dislodged and a magnetic belt clip adaptor which allows the
extended belt to be attached to a metal surface at the other end.

Pilot Wall Mount Bracket

The Pilot wall mount bracket can be permanently �xed to any �at surface or to
Pilot Multi-Post. The built in Twist-lok feature means the Pilot unit can be
quickly attached, or removed, from the bracket as required.
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Permanently �x to any �at surface (Wall
Mount)

Temporarily attach to any metal surface
(Magna Mount)

Pilot body connects to the twist-lok feature

Supplied with belt wall receiver

Suitable for use when posts and cones are
not ideal

Accepts Pilot lights and sign holders

Built-in safety bungy (Magna Mount)

Product Features:
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4-Way Receiver

The 4-way receiver allows up to four Pilot belts to be terminated
simultaneously, avoiding the need to purchase additional Pilot bodies.

Brackets

 

Wall Receiver

Magna Mount

Description: Plastic moulded wall mount bracket with elastic cord and magnet back

Material: Plastic moulded

Size: 165mm x 140mm x 90mm

Weight: 350g

Installation: Pilot wall and magnet receiver included

Wall Mount

Description: Pilot Wall Mount Bracket

Material: Plastic moulded wall mount bracket

Size: 165mm x 140mm x 90mm

Weight: 220g
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Pilot 10m Belt Barrier Pilot Telescopic Multi-
Post

Installation: Fixing and Belt wall receiver included

 Are the head unit and full range of Pilot accessories UV stabilised? What about the belt?

 We are currently compiling a list of additional services that might apply to this product.

Related Products:
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